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Table 1. Performance as at 29th September 2017 

  1 Month 3 Months 6 Months 1 Year 
3 Years 

pa 
5 Years 

pa 
Inception2 

pa 
Actual 

Fund1 0.62% 1.10% 2.10% 4.23% 3.83% 4.01% 5.65% 56.68% 

Benchmark3 0.27% 0.49% 0.94% 1.95% 2.37% 2.67% 3.68% 34.35% 

Relative 0.34% 0.61% 1.16% 2.28% 1.47% 1.33% 1.97% 22.33% 

         

 Return Breakdown1 (distributions paid to investors semi-annually in July and January) 

Income  0.00% 0.00% 1.61% 3.23% 2.96% 3.83% 4.83% 47.01% 

Capital 0.62% 1.10% 0.49% 0.99% 0.88% 0.18% 0.82% 9.67% 

   
1.  After fees and before tax 
2.  Inception date 31st August 2009 
3.  Benchmark = Bloomberg AusBond Bank Bills Index return (50%) + AusBond Composite 0-3 Year Index return (50%) 

 
Table 2. Portfolio characteristics, key interest rates and top holdings. 

Key Interest Rates   Characteristics Fund Benchmark 

Cash Rate 1.50%  Yield to Maturity 3.94% 1.80% 

ACGB 3 Year Bond 1.98%  Cash (running) Yield 4.04% NA 

ACGB 10 Year Bond 2.67%  Modified Duration (Years) 1.33 0.94 

ACGB 20 Year Bond 3.17%  Weighted Average Credit Rating BBB AA+1 

ACGB 30 Year Bond 3.46%  Number of Securities 61 249 

Yield Curve (10 Year – 3 Year) 69 bps  1. Weighted average credit rating of the Bloomberg AusBond Composite 0-3 Year Index 

Fund Facts   Top Holdings Weight Maturity 

Fund Size (m) $32.56  Royal Bank of Canada Floating Rate Note 3.13% Apr 2021 

Net Tangible Assets (NTA) $32.56  SCA Property Retail Trust 3.75% Fixed Rate Bond 3.10% Feb 2021 

NTA per unit (ex-distribution) $0.833300  Verizon Floating Rate Note 3.10% Feb 2023 

Distribution half-year to 30th June 1.2342 cents  Adelaide Airport Floating Rate Note 3.10% Jul 2024 

AAA 3.23%  Nissan Financial Services Floating Rate Note 3.07% Oct 2018 

AA 7.78%  Commonwealth Bank of Australia Hybrid (CBAPD) 2.97% Perpetual 

A 31.92%  National Australia Bank Hybrid (NABPB) 2.32% Perpetual 

BBB 26.99%  Cash 2.16% - 

BB 6.53%  Lend Lease Finance 5.50% Fixed Rate Bond 1.94% Nov 2018 

B 1.97%  Nufarm Finance NZ Limited Floating Rate Note 1.94% Perpetual 

NR 21.58%  Suncorp Metway Floating Rate Note 1.87% Oct 2020 

 

PERFORMANCE AND CHARACTERISTICS 

The Halidon Yield Enhanced Fund gained an impressive 0.62% 

in October beating its benchmark by 0.34%. Three and six-

month performance also got a shove higher during the month 

posting returns of 1.10% and 2.10% respectively. The 1-year 

total return to the end of October was 4.23%. Longer term 

performance remains intact. Performance data is summarised 

in Table 1. Note that all return data is after fees and before 

taxes. 

 

The breakdown in returns is also shown in Table 1 and 

considers the return from the investors’ perspective. With a 

December half-year distribution due to be paid in January, 

income returns since the last distribution have been light on. 

 

The 1-year total return of 4.23% is made up of an income 

return of 3.23% and capital return 0.99%. Since inception the 

fund has delivered a strong income return of 4.83% per 

annum. 

 

Table 2 highlights the key fund characteristics and benchmark 

interest rates. The Fund’s yield to maturity fell from 4.12% in 

September to 3.94%. The cash (running) yield declined 

marginally from 4.07% in September to 4.04% in October.  

 

Modified Duration (a measure of portfolio risk) moved higher 

during the month, finishing at 1.33 years (1.23 years in the 

prior month) whilst the Fund’s credit quality improved to BBB 

from BBB- (investment grade, S&P Long Term).  

 

Figure 1 illustrates the Fund’s total return versus benchmark 

since inception. 
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Figure 1. Fund Performance versus Benchmark since Inception  

 
Source Contango Asset Management, Bloomberg 

 

 

MARKET PERFORMANCE AND RECAP 

In last month’s report, we explained how geopolitical 

instability (think Trump and the Rocket Man) and comments 

plus actions from the US Federal Reserve pushed long dated 

US rates higher, dragging the Australian 3 and 10-year 

benchmark bonds along for the ride (rates higher, values 

lower). What a difference a month makes… 

 

Only 4 weeks on, we report that rates fell (values rose) 

dramatically in Australia, more so than the falls seen in other 

developed markets. The volatility and benchmark interest rate 

reversal was due to weaker domestic data and the subsequent 

re-pricing the prospects for future RBA rate hikes.  

 

The performance of the broader fixed income market as 

represented by the CBA Fixed Income Index is detailed in Table 

3 below. 

 

The broad index rose 1.16% in October – all sectors of the 

market posted strong gains though for the first time in recent 

memory, non-government (corporate) bonds trailed both 

government and semi-government sectors. The gains were 

dominated by the duration impact from falling bond yields. 

 

Table 3.  

 
Source: Commonwealth Bank Fixed Income Research 

 

Bonds. 

As indicated, Australian benchmark government bond rates 

moved lower in October with the 10-year bond falling a 

whopping 18 basis points (after an 11 bps rise in September) 

to 2.67% whilst the 3-year bond fell 17 bps to 1.98%. The yield 

curve (10-year minus 3 -year) was unchanged at 69 bps. These 

moves can be seen in Figure 2 below. 

 

Figure 2. Australia Government 3 and 10-year bond yields and yield 

curve (10 year – 3 year). 

 

 
Source Bloomberg 

 

Whilst not shown in this report, the underperformance of the 

Australian 10-year bond relative to its US counterpart (the 

Australian/US 10-year spread fell 21 bps to 29 bps in October) 

was part of the reason for the Australian dollar falling 2% 

against the US dollar and same against the traded weighted 

currency basket. 

 

Credit 

Despite its performance trailing slightly behind government 

and semi-government bonds during October the Australian 

corporate bond (aka “credit”) sector put up a healthy monthly 

return of 0.96% (Table 3). 

 

Chart 4 illustrates the Australian credit markets continue to go 

from strength to strength each month. Both the Bloomberg 

Ausbond BBB and AA- through AA+ indices have powered 

ahead since their inception in 2014 whilst the Aus iTraxx 5-year 

CDS is below levels last seen at the end of 2007.  

 

Technical as well as fundamental factors keep driving credit 

spreads tighter – demand for income and yield in the wake of 

record low government yields, new issuance falling short of 

demand and improving company balance sheet strength being 

key factors.  
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Figure 4. Bloomberg AusBond BBB Index (purple), Bloomberg AusBond 

AA- to AA+ Index (green) and iTraxx Australia 5 Year CDS 

 
Source Bloomberg  

 

To illustrate the point on credit technicals, corporate issuance 

for October at $4.5b fell $2.0b short of last month’s issuance.  

 

Corporate issuance ranged from a $750m Ausgrid 7-year fixed 

rate issue through to Nissan Financial Services Australia 1-year 

floating rate issue. The one thing most new bonds continue to 

have in common is that final pricing is almost always tighter 

than initial indications (a little like Sydney property auctions). 

 

Data 

We have illustrated all the major interest rate, credit and 

currency movements for October. The reasons why are best 

summarised in Table 4. 

 
Table 4. Key Economic Releases for October  

Date Series 
Market 

Expectation 
Actual Prior 

Retail Sales (Aug) 0.30% -0.60% 0.00% 

Consumer Price Index 

(3Q, yoy%) 
2.00% 1.80% 1.90% 

Private Sector Credit 

(Sep, yoy%) 
5.60% 5.40% 5.50% 

Employment (Sep) 15.0k 19.8k 54.2k 

Source: CBA 

 

The key indicators that investors and market participants 

wanted to see improvement in all disappointed with the 

exception of employment. Even the employment read-

through is a little disappointing with jobs growth coming 

mostly in the part-time, lower paid sectors. Lower than 

expected inflation, low or no wages growth, steady private 

sector credit growth and part-time employment growth are 

unlikely to fuel Australian GDP growth above 3% in the near 

term and cause the RBA to consider increasing the cash rate 

above the current 1.50%.  

 

Thus, bond prices across the board were re-priced to reflect a 

“lower for longer” cash rate. Market pricing for a RBA hike ia 

only marginally greater than 50% through to the end of 2018. 

 

CONTRIBUTIONS TO RETURN AND FUND BREAKDOWN 

Figure 5 highlights the top and bottom 5 securities ranked by 

contribution to the fund’s total return during October.  

Figure 5. Contribution to return for the month  

 
Source Contango Asset Management, Bloomberg 

 

Listed debt securities performed best over the month with 

Nufarm NZ leading the charge after announcing an acquisition 

as well as being upgraded to a “stable” outlook by S&P. CBAPD 

(hybrid) was a close second as were the recent portfolio 

additions of Westlink Finance and Victoria Power Networks.  

 

The detractors barely moved the performance needle – Crown 

Resorts was the worst performer on the back of a lack of 

visibility around any return of the high roller business across 

their venues.  

 

Trading. 

Table 5 summarises trading over the period. The redemption 

of the Goodman Trust Plus (GMPPA) security added to the 

already high cash levels. Opportunities were taken to invest 

some of the portfolio’s cash weight in a primary issue from 

Nissan Financial Services Australia and in a secondary market 

purchase of Westlink bonds. 

 
Table 5. Funds Flows and Trading 

Type Security $  

Trades  
Bond Face 

Value 

Purchases Westlink Fin 4.50% Sep 2027 ($500,000) 

 Nissan Fin Services FRN Oct 18 ($1,000,000) 

Sales -  

   

Maturities Goodman Plus Trust  $600,000 

   

Est. Net Proceeds from Investing Activity ($900,000) 

Source: Contango 

 

Fund Breakdown 

Figure 6 charts the breakdown of the fund month end by both 

asset class and sector. 
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Major changes within the mix of fixed income types held 

month on month include –  

 

a) cash weight decline to 2.16% (from 3.30%); 

b) fixed rate bond exposure increases to 32.22% 

(30.61%) after the Westlink purchase; 

c) listed hybrid exposure falling to 10.37% (12.25%) 

with the redemption of GMPPA; and  

d) floating rate exposure increasing to 50.14% 

(48.66%) with the purchase of Nissan Fin Services. 

On a sector basis, infrastructure and transport have increased 

at the expense of cash and real estate taking into account 

trading in October. 

 

Banks continue to dominate the sector weights by virtue of 

being the largest issuers in the Australian corporate bond 

market. The fund holds a number of different bank securities 

in different segments of the capital structure as a way of 

diversifying the bank exposure. Outside of banks the portfolio 

remains well diversified across a number of sectors and credit 

rating bands. 

 

Figure 6. Fund breakdown – by type and sector 

 

 
 

 

 

STRATEGY AND OUTLOOK 

The objective of providing income and preserving capital for 

unit holders is the portfolio’s key objective. A low interest rate 

environment, one that continues to see both government and 

corporate bond yields remain at extreme lows, provides a 

number of investment challenges. The major challenge is 

maintaining a self-imposed line-in-the-sand cash yield at or 

above 4%. 

 

We are pleased to be able to continue to report that cash 

yields remain around the 4% level and that total returns 

remain strong with the 1-year returns at 4.23%.  

 

In order to preserve capital, the maximum duration of the 

portfolio is 2-years (this effectively means that if benchmark 

interest rates rise/fall by 1%, the value of the portfolio will 

rise/fall by 2%).  

 

To date the duration has been maintained closer to 1-year. 

However, in order to maintain the 4% cash yield for investors 

we have increased duration slightly to 1.30 years (though 

remains conservative). The portfolio remains investment 

grade at a weighted average of BBB (S&P Long Term). 

 

We remain constructive on the credit markets overall and 

believe that without any signs of improvement In growth and 

inflation indicators, the RBA may be forced to maintain cash 

rates at 1.50% for the medium term. 

 

That being said, we don’t deviate from our long-held view that 

the risk-reward remains for higher rates. We continue to 

balance our views on risk with the investment objective for the 

fund to try and provide optimal outcomes for the unit holders. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jarrod Deakin.  

Portfolio Manager – Income Solutions. 

Contango Funds Management Limited (Investment Manager) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please note that previous monthly notes and all other relevant 

information can be downloaded from the Switzer Asset 

Management website www.switzerassetmanagement.com.au 
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DISCLAIMER 
Switzer Asset Management Limited (ACN 123611978) holds an Australian Financial Services License (AFSL 312247) restricting it to providing financial products and services 
to wholesale clients only. This presentation has been prepared for the consideration and use of ‘retail’ investors, as defined by the Corporations Act (Cwlth 2001), and may 
contain information that assumes a level of knowledge and expertise particular to such investors. If you do not meet the criteria of a wholesale investor, you should 
disregard this information and seek advice from a licensed financial advisor. Forecasts in this presentation are predictive in character, based on numerous assumptions 
including the forecast outlook for key variables and may be affected by various factors including inaccurate assumptions, risks and unforeseen events.  Accordingly, actual 
results may differ materially from those forecasted. You should not rely on any such forecast information. Switzer Asset Management Limited (“SAM”), its officers, 
employees and agents believe that the information in this document is correct at the time of compilation but do not warrant the accuracy of that information. Save for 
statutory liability which cannot be excluded, SAM disclaims all responsibility for any loss or damage which any person may suffer from reliance on this information or any 
opinion, forecast, conclusion or recommendation in this document whether the loss or damage is caused by any fault or negligence on the part of SAML or otherwise. 


